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Slip Trip & Falls
According to U.S. department of Labor, Slips, trips & fall makes majority of general industry accidents. 25% of reported claims
per fiscal year were dure to STF. Over 17% of all disabling work injuries are result of fall. The commonly affected body parts
are Knees, Ankle, Foot, Wrist, Elbow, Back, Shoulder, Hip & Head but Using your eyes can save your life. The main factors
involved Gravity, Friction, Momentum & Balance which can impair person’s vision, judgement or balance. For example :
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Physical & External Conditions like fatigue, improper illumination, congested areas or lying cables on route ways etc.
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Name
Dito Batani 2857

Best Drivers

Best SOS

Behaviors actions you choose can contribute to a STF injury. For example, Breaking 3-point contact while climbing ladder or
working from the top two rungs of ladder as this makes it unstable & prone to tip over.
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Carrying or moving cumbersome objects, or too many objects, that obstruct your view
Harwinder Singh 2966, Fabshop impair your balance & prevent you from holding into handrails.
Chihab Trabelsi 2199
Babu Anthony 1172
Hazem Belhadj 2867
Justin Jose 2620
Manikandan 1234
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For more information on STF, please visit
https://youtu.be/H_iYaQSJTdc
Spetco HSE Motivational Programs

*SOS- Safety Observation System

Not using guards, signages or reflectors when slip or trip hazard exists.

Using improper cleaning methods Incorrectly using wax or polish or trying to clean up
grease spill with water.
Inattentive behavior Walking distractions example usage of cell phones, talking & not watching your routeways.
Ignoring Protocols or Taking shortcuts not using walkways or designated pathways, Not using Anti-Slippery tapes on stair
treads, Poor Housekeeping like Allowing clutter to accumulate, Not cleaning up spills dust or granules etc., Being in hurry,
Rushing around, Ignoring to place handrails, Using damage ladder or if rungs are tilted, Loose clothing or foot ware etc.

